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Protecting your cutting surface is the main function of a 
cutting mat, but there’s a lot more to Dahle’s Vantage® Mats. 
Constructed using five layers of PVC plastics, these mats 
provide strength, durability, and longevity for all your craft 
and hobby needs. The benefits are a flat, even surface to 
work on, and a mat that lasts a long time.

Vantage® Self-Healing Mats are designed not only for alignment 
and surface protection, but are also self-healing — which pro-
longs the life of the mat, and allows cuts to virtually disappear.

For alignment, each Vantage® mat contains inch and metric 
measurements on the top surface as well as 1/2" grid lines. 
They also include scale lines for making diagonal cuts. 
These markings will ensure your cuts are straight, square, 
and to the exact size you need. Vantage® mats are the per-
fect work surface for adults and children for cropping pho-
tographs, cutting, drawing, sewing, and tracing. 

For versatility, Vantage® mats can be used on either side. 
They are found in a variety of sizes, and are available in 
black, blue, and the industry’s only crystal clear — which is 
virtually transparent.

  Self-healing 5 layer design allows for maximum durability

  1/8" (3mm) Thick PVC construction protects work surface

  Preprinted 1/2" grid for easy sizing of paper 

  Contains inch and metric measurements on the top surface 

  Surface material protects cutting blades from becoming dull

  For versatility, Vantage® mats can be used on either side 

  Includes scale lines that can be used for diagonal cuts

  Vantage® crystal clear mats are perfect for tracing

  The preferred choice for cropping photos, cutting, sewing, and crafts

Dahle's Vantage® mats are self-healing 
- which allows cuts to just disappear.

Vantage® mats are available in black, 
blue, and the industry’s only crystal clear.

Features

Mat Sizes Black Blue Crystal Clear

9" x 12" #10670 #10690 #10680
12" x 18" #10671 #10691 #10681
18" x 24" #10672 #10692 #10682
24" x 36" #10673 #10693 #10683
36" x 48" #10674 #10694 #10684

Cutting Mat Sizes

California Proposition 65 Warning:
This product is fabricated from recycled materials. Since the origin of these materials are unknown, 
this product may contain chemicals known to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm.

Made in Taiwan
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